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Abstract. We introduce w-extended regular expressions (~0EREs) that can be used for specifying 
and proving properties of the set of finite or infinite event sequences that occur in a system. The 
ability of ¢oEREs to deal with infinite as well as finite sequences allows us to specify and verify 
eventuality and liveness properties quite naturally. ¢oEREs have a number of operators imilar 
to those found in temporal logic and they are suitable for expressing temporal properties of 
systems. The problem of verifying properties of a system can be formulated as the containment 
problem for two oJEREs which is solvable. The use of wEREs for specification and verification 
is illustrated with an example of a class of logical circuits called 'decentralized daisy chain arbiters' 
that are used for arbitrating between the requests issued by a number of concurrent processes. 
1. Introduction 
In this paper we present a method for specifying and proving properties of the 
set of finite or infinite event sequences that occur in a system. The method is 
illustrated with an example of arbiters. 
When proving properties of systems, it is convenient, and sometimes even 
necessary, that we consider event sequences of infinite length as well as finite 
sequences. In particular, some liveness, eventuality, and fairness properties can be 
naturally expressed in terms of infinite event sequences [3, 4, 7]. ~-Extended regular 
expressions (oJEREs) that we introduce are extensions of ordinary regular 
expressions and they can be used for describing sets consisting of infinite as well 
as finite event sequences. The ability of oJEREs to handle infinite event sequences 
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comes from the existence of an operator 'to' (let (R) denote the set of sequences 
characterized by an toERE R): for an oJERE R, (R)" is an toERE such that ((R) °') 
is the set of all infinite sequences composed of sequences in (R). Further, toEREs 
have a number of useful notations, such as 'eventually el' and 'el only after e2' 
(where el and e2 are events), that can be used as abbreviations for complex toEREs. 
Some of the notations are similar to the operators found in temporal logic [9], and 
they can be used to make specifications containing temporal assertions simpler and 
easier to be understood. 
The prbblem of verifying properties of a system can be formulated as follows: 
suppose that we are given toEREs R and R' such that (i) (R) is the set of all event 
sequences that occur in the system, and (ii) (R') is a set of event sequences that 
have some desirable properties, such as liveness and safeness, which we wish to 
test if the system satisfies. Then, 'any event sequence that occurs in the system 
satisfies the properties given by R" is true if and only if (R)c_(R') holds. At the 
same time, in order to prove that R 'contains no contradiction', we only have to 
test if (R")~ (R), where toERE R" describes a set of event sequences that must 
necessarily be allowed in the system. So the problem of verifying the 'correctness' 
of a system can be reduced to the containment problem for two toEREs. Since the 
latter can be shown to be decidable by modifying the result of Park [13], so is the 
former. Unfortunately, automated verification based upon the decidability result 
tends to be computationally infeasible as the descriptions become larger. 
There is another situation in which the automated verification mentioned above 
is not applicable. Suppose that a system consists of K identical subsystems, where 
K is a positive integer, and that we wish to prove that the system has certain 
properties for any value of K. In this case, the description of the system is given 
as an to ERE Rr with a parameter K. The sizes of the alphabet and the description 
increase as K becomes larger. Since the decidability result is applicable only for 
fixed values of K, the verification must be done by some other method. The example 
given in Section 4 is of this type. 
We have employed a nonmechanical proof method for the example in Section 4. 
The method is basically algebraic manipulation of formulas by using mathematical 
induction and simple propositions for reasoning about toEREs. These propositions 
are derived straightforwardly from the definition of toEREs and some of the trivial 
properties of sequences. (Due to lack of space, only outlines of the proof are shown 
in Appendix A.) 
As will be seen in the example of Section 4, one of the benefits of using ~oEREs 
is that the specification of a system can be given independently of the inner structure 
(e.g., the states and state transitions) of the system, and the verification of properties 
can be carded out without knowing how the system is implemented. 
The development of proof systems for toEREs is beyond the scope of this paper. 
However, the class of sets of sequences described by toEREs is the 'infinitary 
languages' of Nivat [12] and the 'to-regular languages' of Park [13] whose theoretical 
aspects have been studied extensively. Therefore, most results obtained on infinitary 
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languages can be applied to toEREs. To the authors' knowledge, this paper eports 
the first result ever published on applications of infinitary languages. 
In Section 2 we shall introduce toEREs and to-extended finite automata (toEFAs). 
toEFAs are used to show that the containment problem for two toEREs is decidable. 
The problem of verifying properties of systems will be stated in Section 3. Our 
method will be illustrated with a nontrivial example of arbiters in Section 4. Section 
5 contains ome concluding remarks. Outlines of the proofs of the theorems of 
Section 4 are found in Appendix A. 
2. Extended regular expressions and extended finite automata 
Let Z be a finite nonempty set of symbols. A *-sequence (or to-sequenCe) over 
Z is any concatenation f a finite number (or countably infinite number) of symbols 
from Z. Z* denotes the set of all *-sequences over Z, including the empty sequence 
A. Z '° denotes the set of all to-sequences over Z. We let Z ~= Z*u  ,vo,. 0 denotes 
the empty set. (In what follows the word 'sequence' when not preceded by '*-' nor 
'to-' means either *-sequence or to-sequence.) 
For t~ e Z* and f le Z ~, 7 = aft denotes the sequence obtained by concatenating 
fl to the tail of a. a (or fl) is called a prefix (or postfix) of y and is denoted by 
7/ f l  (or a \y ) .  F~r a ~ Z*, (a) ~' denotes the sequence obtained by concatenating 
countably infinite occurrences of a. 
The concatenation f subsets U, V of Z °°, denoted by UV, is defined by 
UV={a3lae Ur Z*,/3  
Note that UV contains all to-sequences of U, even if V is empty. The *-closure U* 
of a subset U of Zoo is defined by 
U*= U°w U~u U2u • " ' ,  
where U°={A}, and U i= Ui -~U for i>0.  That is, U* is the set consisting of the 
empty sequence A and all sequences formed by concatenating a finite number of 
sequences in U. We define the to-closure U ~ of U_  Z ~ as the countably infinite 
concatenations of U -  {A}: 
u = . . . .  
U '° is the set of all to-sequences obtained by concatenating a finite or countably 
infinite number of nonempty sequences in U. Note that if U = {A }, then U °'= O. 
We let Uoo= U*u  U "°. 
Remark 2.1. The operator 'to' may be defined slightly differently for convenience 
of discussion. For example, Park [13] defines 
~Z ~ i fh ~ U, U o, [ UUU.  . . i fh~U,  
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and Nivat [12] adopts 
U" = { ala2a3 . . .] a~ ~ U c~ Z*, ai # ;t }. 
However, the differences are minor and the definition given in this paper does not 
essentially alter the existing theory developed in the literature. 
2.1. to-Extended regular expressions 
Def in i f fon  2.2. The class of oJ-extended regular expressions (hereafter referred to as 
toEREs) over 2 is defined recursively as follows: 
(1) A, 0, and X are toEREs over E; 
(2) every symbol ee2 ;  is an toERE over 2 ;  
(3) if R1 and RE are toEREs over 2, so are (R~u R2), (Rlc~ R2), (R~-R2),  
(R~. R2), (R1)*, (R1) '°, (R;) ~, ( -  R1), (~ R~), (~ RI), and (pre(R~)); 
(4) for an toERE R1 and Lc_2, IIL(R1) is an toERE. 
Every toERE R over ~ describes a subset (R) of Eoo, as defined below. 
Def in i t ion  2.3 
(1) (A)={A}, (0)=0,  and (~)=~.  
(2) (e) = {e}, where e e 2;. 
(3) Let RI and R2 be oJEREs. 
( (R ,u  RE))=(R~)w(R2), 
((gl  - g2) )  = (gl)-(g2) 
( (R , .  R2))=(R~)(R2), 
((RI)*) = (Rx)*, ((R~)~') = (RI) ~' , 
( ( -  R~)) = X* - (Rx) ,  ( ( r  R~)) = Xo' - (R~), 
((pre(R0)) = {r io is a prefix of some u ~ (R1)}. 
(4) For an wERE Rt and L~ ,$, 
( (R  1 t~ R2) ) = (R1) ~ (R2) , 
( ' - '  denotes set difference), 
((R,)°°) = (R~) °° ,
( (~ R, ) )= ,~°°- (R,), 
('/rL(a) is the sequence obtained from a by 
deleting all occurrences of symbols in X -  
L). 
Parentheses may be omitted from an to ERE according to convention if their 
omission causes no confusion. 
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2.2. w-Extended finite automata 
Definition 2.4. An to-extendedfinite automaton (hereafter referred to as toEFA) A 
over Z is a system (S, .Y, 8, So, F, W), where S is a finite, nonempty set of states, 8 
is a mapping of S x .~ into 2 s (2 s is the set of all subsets of S), So ~ S is an initial 
state, F _ S is a set of *-final states, and W ~ 2 s is a family of sets of w-final states. 
Definition 2.5. Let A = (S, ,Y, 8, So, F, W) be an to EFA over ,Y. 
(1) The empty sequence A is said to be accepted by A iff So e F. A *-sequence 
t~ = a la2 . . ,  a, ~ ,Y*, n I> 1, is said to be accepted by A iff there is a *-sequence of 
states s~s2.. ,  s. ~ S* such that (i) s~+m ~ 8(s~, a~+~) for all i, 0<~ i< n, and (ii) sne F. 
(2) An to-sequence a = a~a2.. .  E.,~° is said to be accepted by A iff there is an 
w-sequence of states s~s2.. .  ~ S '° such that (i) si+~ e 8(si, a~+l) for all i I> 0, and (ii) 
the set of all states that occur infinitely often in s~s2..,  is one of the sets in W. 
Remark 2.6. (1) The wEFAs accept both finite and infinite sequences, and are 
essentially the same as the 'w-automata' in [13]. In fact, the toEFAs exactly accept 
the 'infinitary languages' of [12] and the 'to-regular languages' of [13]. 
(2) The wEFAs are nondeterministic (as in [6]) and were first defined by Biichi 
[2]. A deterministic version was first considered by Muller [10]. See also [5, 10]. 
(3) The definition of acceptance of to-sequences coincides with the '3-acceptance' 
in [6, 18]. 
The set of sequences accepted by an wEFA A is denoted by L(A) .  The following 
propositions are given in [13] for the 'to-regular expressions' and 'w-automata'. 
Minor modifications and straightforward extensions are required in the proofs to 
cope with the difference in the definition of 'w' and with additional operators used 
in the toEREs. 
Proposition 2.7. For an arbitrary wERE R, an toEFA A such that {R) = L(A)  can be 
effectively constructed. 
Proposition 2.8. There is an algorithm to determine whether L( A ) = 0 for  an arbitrary 
wEFA A. 
2.3. Abbreviations for  toEREs 
We now define some useful notations that can be used as abbreviations for toEREs. 
The following is not meant o be an exclusive list of such abbreviations and whenever 
necessary we will define other notations that will make to EREs more Concise and 
readable. (el and e2 are symbols of ,Y. R1 and R 2 are  toEREs, possibly in abbreviated 
forms. An wERE on the right of '---' is abbreviated by the notation on the left.) 
(1) eventually e~-ffi .Y*- e I • ~co  "all sequences in which e~ occurs'. 
(2) endwith e~-ffi .Y* • el: 'all finite sequences whose last symbol is e~'. 
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(3) startwith e~ - el • Zoo: 'all sequences whose first symbol is el'. 
(4) el onlyafter e2 -= (Z - el) ~ u (Z - el)* • e2" Z* • el • Z°~: 'all sequences inwhich 
either (i) el does not occur, or (ii) el only occurs after an occurrence of e2'. 
(5) el unless e2-(eventual ly el)w (eventually e2): 'all sequences in which either 
el or e 2 occurs ' .  
(6) R1--~R2--- ~((R1 hE*)  • (~R2)): 'all sequences a such that, for every prefix 
/3 of a,/3 e (R1) implies f l \a  ~ (RE)'. Note: (R1 n E* ) -  (~R2) describes all sequences 
of the form a=/3y  such that /3e,S*,/3~(R1), yeZ ~, and y~(R2). So ~( (R ln  
.~*) • ( .~R2) )  characterizes all sequences a that cannot be decomposed into such 
form. 
(7) Opreax R1 -= (R1 c~ ,~*) • ,voo: 'all sequences a such that some prefix of a belongs 
to (R1)'. 
(8) ~postax Rl ---- -~* • Rl: 'all sequences a such that some postfix of a belongs to 
(gl)'. 
(9) []pr, fix R~---~((~R~)-~oo): 'all sequences ot such that every prefix of a 
belongs to (R1)'. Note: (~R l )  - ~oo describes all sequences of the form a =/33' such 
that/3 ~ ,~*,/3 ~ (R~), and 3' e ~o.  So ~((~* R1) • Z ~°) characterizes all sequences a 
that cannot be decomposed into such form. 
(10) []po~aix R~-= ~(Z*  • (~Rl ) ) :  'all sequences ot such that every postfix of a 
belongs to (R~)'. Note: ,~* • (~Rl )  describes all sequences of the form a =/33" such 
that /3~Z*,  y~Z °°, and y~(Rl) .  So ~(~*- (~R1) )  characterizes all sequences 
that cannot be decomposed into such form. 
Note that some of the notations are similar to those found in temporal logic [9]. 
They can be used to make specifications containing temporal assertions simpler and 
easier to be understood. For example, the to ERE 
(endwith el)--~((eventually e:)c~ (el onlyafter e2)) 
characterizes all sequences in which, whenever e~ occurs, then, after that, (1) e 2 
must eventually occur, and (2) e~ can occur next only after an occurrence of e2. 
3. Verification of properties 
Let Z be a finite nonempty set of events that may take place in a system whose 
properties we are concerned with. An event sequence a that occurs in the system 
is said to be incomplete if (1) a is finite and (2) a is a prefix of some other event 
sequence of the system, a is complete if it is not incomplete. Suppose that toEREs 
R and R' over 2 are given such that 
(1) (R) is the set of all complete vent sequences that occur in the system; 
(2) (R') is a set of event sequences that have some 'desirable' properties, such 
as liveness and safeness. 
Then the system satisfies the properties pecified by R' if and only if; 
(R) ~_ (S') (1) 
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holds. At the same time, since (1) trivially holds if (R) = I~ (for example, when the 
specification of the system given as toERE R 'contains a contradiction'), in addition 
to the test for (1), we also have to show 
(R"> ~_ <R), (2) 
where R" is an toERE over ,~ such that (R '~) is a set of complete vent sequences 
that must necessarily be allowed in the system. That is, the problem of deciding 
whether the system has certain properties can be reduced to the containment problem 
for two toEREs, which is easily seen to be decidable by Propositions 2.7 and 2.8. 
4. Example 
We illustrate the use of toEREs with an example of decentralized daisy chain 
arbiters. 
4.1. Decentralized aisy chain arbiter 
A decentralized daisy chain arbiter (or simply arbiter) [14, 15] is a digital circuit 
consisting of a number of identical cells C,  0 <~ i ~< K - 1 and K 1> 2, connected by 
token transfer wires x~ in a ring structure, as shown in Fig. 1. (Here and in the 
following, operations on subscripts i should be taken modulo K.) Wire x~ is an 
output of C~ and an input to C~+1. Associated with each cell Ci is a process P~ which 
occasionally requests the exclusive use of a common resource or device such as a 
bus that cannot be used by more than one process simultaneously. Process P~ and 
cell C~ communicate by request wire ri and acknowledge wire ai. Wire r~ (or a~) is 
an output of P~ (or Ci), and an input to C~ (or P~). 
C O Xo: T1]  X l r . . .  Xl-1 
o I r 




Fig. 1. Decentralized daisy chain arbiter. 
P~ sets ri to logical value HIGH when a request for the exclusive use of the common 
resource occurs. Ci can acknowledge the request of P~ by setting ai to HIGH provided 
that a 'token' (a privilege) resides in C~. There is exactly one token in the system 
and the cells circulate the token in a fixed direction by supplying a short pulse to 
wires x~ ; Ci transfers the token to C~+1 by supplying a short pulse to wire xl. Initially, 
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the token resides in Co. Process P~ and cell Ci communicate in the so-called 
handshake manner in which the following conditions are satisfied: 
(HS0) initially, both r~ and ai are Low; 
(HS1) P~ sets r~ to HIGH (or Low) only if ai is Low (or HIGH); 
(HS2) C~ sets a~ to HIGH (or Low) only if r~ is HIGH (or Low). 
P~ can start using the resource when a~ becomes HIGH and, when Pi releases the 
resource, r~ is set to Low. Therefore, the resource is used by P~ only while both r~ 
and aj are HIGH. By (HS1), once r~ is changed to Low, P~ can set it to HIGh again 
only after C~ sets a~ to Low. 
Any arbiter must have the following two properties. 
(No  Dead lock /Lockout )  Every request is acknowledged eventually and, whenever 
process Pi releases the resource, C~ eventually becomes ready to receive the next 
request of P~. That is, whenever ~ changes to HIGH (or Low) while a~ is Low (or 
HIGH), ai eventually becomes HIGH (or LOw). 
(Mutua l  Exc lus ion)  No two processes use the common resource simultaneously. 
That is, at any moment, there is at most one i, 0<~ i~< K -1 ,  such that ri and a~ are 
both HIGH. 
4.2 .  Spec i f i ca t ion  
We present an to ERE ~ describing the behavior of the arbiter. The set of events 
is given by 
,Y, = {x%, . . . , :~r -1 ,  ro~, . . . , r r - ,~ ,  ro~,  . . ,  r r - l ,~ ,  ao~,  . . . , aK - l~ ,  ao$,  . . . , a r - ,$} ,  
where each event represents the following: 
• Ri: C~ transfers the token to Ci+l by supplying a short pulse to xi; 
• ril'(or r~): P~ sets the value of request wire r~ to HIGH (or Low); 
* a~l'(or a~¢): Ci sets the value of acknowledge wire a~ to HIGH (or Low). 
We assume that no two events take place simultaneously. 
The interpretation for events rd', r~¢, a~l', and a~$ is reflected in wERE 
~t = WIRE(ro)  F~" • • & WIRE( tK_ I )  f~ wIRE(ao) n -  • - n WlRE(ax_I), 
where, for each v ~ {ro , . . . ,  rK-l, ao , . . . ,  aK- ,} ,  WIRE(V)  is the following ERE (vl' 
is ril' if v = ri, etc.): 
WIRE(V) :  F] prefix( ~* ( low(v)"  v~,))n[Zpreax(*(high(v)" l'))- 
For example, WIRE(a,) says that a,T (or ai~) only occurs if the value of wire a, is 
Low (or HIGH). 
First, we introduce several useful notations to be used as abbreviations for to EREs: 
for each wire v E {ro, r l , . . . ,  r r -1 ,  ao,  a l~ ' . . . ,  a r -1} ,  
l ow(v)  - (.~ - vl')°° u .~* -  v¢ -  (~: - v t )  °°, 
h igh(v ) -  .Y*- vl'" (-Y - v~) °°. 
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From the interpretation of the events r~l', r~ and the assumption that the value of 
wire ri is Low initially, it should be clear that, when an event sequence a has 
occurred, wire r~ has the value Low (or HIGH) if and only if a ~ (low(r~)) (or 
c~ ~ (high(r~))). A similar observation applies to wires a~. Further, we define: 
privo-- (.~ -.~o)°°w Z* -  £ r - , "  (-,~ -.Xo) °°, 
pr iv i - - - - - -~* .~_~.(~-~)  °°, l<~i<_K-1 .  
It should be clear that, when an event sequence a has occurred, cell C~ has the 
token if and only if a ~ (privy). Note that initially, the token resides in Co. 
o~ERE ~ over Z describing the set of all possible complete event sequences of 
the arbiter is given by 
= ~oC~ ~c~.  • • c~ ~K_~ c~ ~,  
where ~,  0~ < i ~< K - 1, is an oJERE over ~Y describing the possible event sequences 
with respect o the behavior of cell C~. 
Basically, the behavior of cell C~ is specified in 
1 2 9 
~ = e~ c~ ei  ¢~ • • • t~ e l ,  
1 9 where oJEREs e~ through e~ are as follows: 
(on event ai~) 
e~: 
l--lp~nx( *~((*~pdvi)  • a , t ) ) ,  
[-q pre~x(*~((low(ai) n Iow(ri)) • a,t)) ;  
(on event ai~) 
e~: l-lpr.~x(*((high(a,) n high(ri) ) • a,~)), 
4 ei: (high(a~) c~ endwith r~)-~eventually a~$; 
(on event :ri) 
5.  * * " el. l-]pr~n~(~(('-pnv,)" ~)),  
6 , . • A e,: [-q pre~x(~((hlgh(ai) n hlgh(r~)) • xi)); 
(on events ail' and xi) 
e7: 
8.  
e l .  
9. 
e i .  
(privi c~ low(a,))---~(~i unless ai~), 
- 
~(-Y* " r,t" ( (~-  • x~,-1)'). 
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The meaning of these to EREs is as follows. 
• e~: C~ can acknowledge a request of P~ only if it has the token. 
2 3. • ei, e,. C, communicates with P, in the handshake manner. 
• e~: If P, 'releases' the resource, C, will eventually change a, to Low. This condition 
is needed so that (i) C, becomes ready to accept the next request of P~ and (ii) 
C, will be forced to continue to operate, as required in e 7. 
• e.5: C, can transfer the token to Ci+l only if the token resides in C/. 
6. • ei. C~ can transfer the token to C~+1 only if P~ is not using the resource. 
• e7: If cell C, has the token and C~ is not granting the resource to P~ (i.e., a~ is 
Low), then C, must eventually either acknowledge a request of process Pi or 
transfer the token to C,+~. 
• eS: C~ is not allowed to acknowledge the requests of P, infinitely often without 
transferring the token to C~+~. 
9. • e,. C~ is not allowed to 'neglect' a request of P, while receiving the token infinitely 
many times. 
~, itself, however, cannot be adopted as a specification of cell C, since, in practice, 
cell circuits are designed to work properly (as specified in ~,) only if it is used 
appropriately. In this particular example, C/must obey ~, only while its neighboring 
components C~_~ and P~ behave properly in the sense that (1) C,_~ does not transfer 
the token to Ci if C~ currently has one and (2) P, respects the handshake rule for 
communicating with C,. The abbreviation valid, given below characterizes all event 
sequences in which this requirement is satisfied: 
Let 
valid, - -  F] p re t ix (* (pr iv  / • x i -1 ) )  
n rq pre~x(~((high(a,) o low(ri)) • r~')) 
n l-q pre, x(*~((low(a,) n high( ri ))" r/~)). 
6e/= valid, c~ ~/. 
o~ERE S/'/ specifies how C, must work if the behaviors of C/-1 and P~ are proper. 
Since (1) C, must obey ~, as long as valid, is satisfied and (2) once valid, is violated 
by an improper occurrence of r,~', r,~, or x,-1, then the behavior of C, thereafter 
may be totally arbitrary, the complete description ~, of cell C, is given by 
~, = ffi u ((pre(Si) • (r/~' u r,~, u x,-1)) c~ *valid/)..yoo. 
4.3. Verification 
We prove that the arbiter described by ~ works correctly if (1) the processes P, 
obey the handshake rule and (2) no process continues to use the resource without 
releasing it forever. This condition on the behavior of the processes ~ is described 
in a~ERE 
~= .~0n ~,n - - "  n .~K-,, 
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~ p~fi~(*((high(a,)n low(r,)), r,l')), 
[-lpr~ax(* ( ( low(a i )nh igh( r~) )  . r,~,)), 
(endwith a,l' n high(r~))--~(r,~ unless a~). 
f~ and f~ say that P, obeys the handshake rule and f~ says that P, eventually releases 
the resource (provided that C, obeys the handshake rule). 
Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 show that the system consisting of the arbiter described by 
and the processes given by ~ has two fundamental properties. 
Theorem 4.1 (No Deadlock/Lockout). For  any  i, 0<~ i<~ K - 1, 
(a) <~ n ~-) ~ ((low(a,) n endwith r,l')--~eventually a~'~), and  
(b) (~ n ~') _ ((high(a~) n endwith ri~)--~eventually ai~). 
Theorem 4.2. (Mutual Exclusion). For  any dist inct i and  j, 0<~ i , j  < - K - 1, 
<~ A ~') ~ ([--]prefix(-*-(high(a,) n high(r,) n high(aj) n high(~)))). 
Finally, we have to prove (at least) that (~ n ~) is not empty, since Theorems 
4.1 and 4.2 only assert hat there is no 'undesirable' sequence in (~ n ~). 
Consider another description ~'  of an arbiter, in which the set of possible complete 
event sequences i more restricted than in ~: 
~ '=~,n  ~In - - -n  ~c_ ln  W, 
~ = Ae~ u ((pre(Se~) • (rit u ri~ u x~-l)) n *valid,)- ~, 
Ae~ = validi n ~,  
~[= ~ine~°n e~l; 
1o. (high(r~) "£H)--~(£i onlyafter a,l'), e i . 
e~l: (priv, • rd')--~(a~l' onlyafter ~,). 
is an toERE over ,~ that describes what happens if the neighbors of C, violate 
valid,, e~ ° and e~ 1 state that, when cell Ci has the token, Ci acknowledges a request 
of process P~ before transferring the token to Ci+l if and only if the request has 
8 9 occurred before the token arrives. (Actually, e~ .and e~ can be omitted in fi~[ since 
they are implied by e~ ° and e~l.) Clearly, <~' n ~) ~ (~ n ~ holds for any ~. 
Theorem 4.3 states that the description ~ 'n  ~; contains no contradiction; i.e., 
event sequences with desirable properties (of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2) actually occur 
in the arbiter specified by ~ 'n  ~ (and thus, ~ n ~). 
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Theorem 4.3 
(a) (RoX, • • • ~r - , ) "  ~ (~'c~ ~') (hence, (~'c~ 3~ ~ 0). 
(b) Let ot be any prefix of a sequence in (~'  n 3;) such that ot ~ (low(r~))c~ (low(a~)) 
(note that the null prefix A satisfies this). Then ~.  riT is also a prefix of some sequence 
in ( ~'  c~ 3;). 
Outlines of the proofs of these theorems will be found in Appendix A. As was 
stated in Section 1, the proofs have not been obtained by an automatic decision 
method .based upon Propositions 2.7 and 2.8. Instead, we have proved the theorems 
by a nonmechanical method employing mathematical induction on the length of 
event sequences and several simple propositions for reasoning about to EREs. This 
is because the number of cells K is left unspecified in ~ c~ 3 r and ~'  c~ ~ Mechanical 
proofs are possible for any fixed value of K (at least in principle) and, in fact, for 
the case of K = 3, we have proved Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 by using an algorithm for 
testing the containment '___' of two oJEREs. As K becomes large, however, 
mechanical proofs tend to be computationally infeasible. 
4.4. Application 
Figure 2 shows a circuit to be used as a cell in an arbiter. Before the arbiter begins 
to operate, RESEri is set to 0 (= Low) for a while at all cells simultaneously in order 
to clear all flip-flops. After this, the value of R~SETi is always 1 (= HIOH). The value 
of STARTi is 1, except when a negative pulse is supplied to STARTi at CELLo in order 
to start he system. The transfer of the token is accomplished by supplying a negative 
pulse to wire xi. 
Assume that, in the circuit of Fig. 2, the probability of malfunctions i negligibly 




r I o I START i 
FFI: Edge-Triggered D Flip-Flop 
Fig. 2. A circuit of cell C~. 
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circuit (and also that of an arbiter consisting of the circuit) can be studied in terms 
of event sequences. Now, it should not be difficult to see that, if we choose a proper 
oJERE ~, (~')  is the set of possible complete event sequences that occur in the 
circuit. (We could have proved this claim formally by using a kind of reaehahility 
analysis of the possible 'states' of the circuit similar to the one found in [1]. We 
decided not to do so here since it is out of the scope of this paper.) Consider the 
arbiter consisting of K copies of the circuit of Fig. 2 (K >t 2) and let SEQ be the set 
of complete event sequences that occur when processes P~ behave properly as 
specified in 3 ~. Then, clearly, we have SEQ =(~'n  3~). So, by Theorems 4.1-4.3, we 
conclude that any circuit constructed from two or more cells of Fig. 2 correctly 
works as an arbiter. 
5. Conclusion 
We have introduced ~o EREs for describing infinite as well as finite event sequences 
in a system and have illustrated how ~oEREs are used for specifying and proving 
properties of systems. In particular, we have shown the following. 
(1) The problem of verifying properties of a system can be formulated as the 
containment problem for two ¢o EREs. Since the latter is solvable, it is decidable 
whether a system satisfies given properties. However, mechanical proofs tend to be 
computationally feasible as ~oEREs become larger. In this case, some other method 
must be employed for verifying properties. 
(2) The specification of a system can be given independently ofthe inner structure 
of the system and the verification of properties can be carried out without knowing 
how the system is implemented. 
The complete specification of the arbiter given in Section 4 may seem to be too 
large to handle. We believe, however, that it is mainly because of the complexity 
of the problem itself. We have tried to make the specification as readable as possible 
by making it modular in the sense that 'smaller' specifications and abbreviations 
are combined to produce 'larger' specifications. We hope that the reader is convinced 
that the theory of infinitary languages can be applied to nontrivial problems of this 
complexity if such modular specification methods are used. 
Appendix A 
Due to lack of space, we only illustrate outlines of the proofs of the theorems. 
Formally, Lemmas A.1-A.3 given below must be proved in parallel by using mathe- 
matical induction on the length of event sequences. 
Lemma A.1. For  any i, 0 <~ i <<- K - 1, (~ n 3~ c_ (validi). (Any  event sequence satisfies 
validi.) 
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Proof. Lemma A.1 follows from the following observations. 
(a) Initially, only cell Co has the token. 
5 (C, sends the token to C,+~ only when C, has the token). (b) ei 
(c) f , , f i  (handshake of process P~). [] 
Lemma A.2. For any i, 0 <~ i <~ K - 1, (9 n ~-) c (priv,--~eventually ~,). ( I f  cell C~ has 
the token, then eventually the token is transferred to the next cell C,+~.) 
Proof. Lemma A.2 follows from the following observations. 
(a) L6mma A.1 (Note: Lemma A.1 implies that any event sequence in (~ n 3~ 
satisfies ~,). 
(b) WIRE(a,), WIRE(r/). 
2 3 (handshake of cell C~). (c) e,, ei 
(d) f~, f2  (handshake of process P,). 
(e) f3 ( p/ eventually releases the resource). 
4 (if P~ releases the resource, C~ eventually changes a~ to Low). (0 e, 
7 (if a~ is Low, then Ci must either transfer the token to C,+~, or acknowledge (g) e, 
a request of P~). 
8 (h) e, (C, is not allowed to acknowledge the requests of P~ infinitely often without 
transferring the token to C~+~). [] 
Lemma A.3. Let X={J~0, J~I,...,XK_I}. For any a~(~n3~,  1rx(a)=(~o£l . . .  
x~_l) °'. (This implies that each cell C, receives the token infinitely often.) 
Proof. Lemma A.3 follows from the following observations. 
(a) Initially, only Co has the token. 
(b) Lemma A.2. 
5 (c) e~ (C~ transfers the token to C,+1 only when C, has the token). [] 
Then, part (a) of Theorem 4.1 ((low(a/)n endwith ril')-~eventually a,t) follows 
from the following remarks. 
(a) f~ (ril' occurs only when a, is Low). 
(b) Lemma A.3. 
9 (c) ei (Ci is not allowed to neglect a request of P~ while receiving the token 
infinitely many times). 
Part (b) of Theorem 4.1 ((high(a,) n endwith ri~)--~eventually ai~) is immediate 
from e~. 
By Lemma A.3 and the definition of privy, we have the following lemma. 
Lemma AA. For any ~ ~ (~ n 3~, a ~ (privi) for exactly one value of,, 0 <~ i ~ K - 1. 
(At any moment, exactly one cell has the token.) 
Theorem 4.2 (at any moment, at most one process is using the resource) then 
follows from the following remarks. 
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(a) Lemma A.4. 
(b) e~ (C~ can acknowledge a request of Pi only if it has the token). 
6 (c) ei (Ci can transfer the token to Ci÷l only when P~ is not using the resource). 
The proof of Theorem 4.3 is straightforward. 
,~t A A tO  
(Part (a)) Let a = (XoX~... xr-~) . a ~(3;) is trivial. Since a ~(valid~), 0~ < i<~ 
K- l ,  in order to prove a~(~' ) ,  it suffices to show that ae(~// ')  and a~,  
0 <~ i <~ K - 1. a ~ (W') is also trivial and it is easy to show that tr satisfies each of 
(Part (b)) Let tr be a prefix of a sequence in (~'c~ 3:) such that a E (low(r~))n 
(low(a~)). Since an occurrence of r/l' does not 'violate' any of e~, . . . ,  e~ ~, and valid~, 
tr. ril' is also a prefix of some sequence in (~'c~ 3~'). 
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